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SBSR - 651

3 October 1972.

COUNTRY: USSR

SUBJECT: Rostislav Lvoyich ANTONOV	 i)

DOI	 :	 1969
•

SOURCE C._	 a former counterintelligence officer of
the Leninakan Department of the Armenian KGB
who defected in July 1972.

[The following entry is found on pages 19-20
of a book entitled Alphabetical ',Est of Agents 
of Foreign Intelligence Services, Defectors,
Members of Anti-Soviet Organizations, Members 
of Punitive Units and Other Criminals Under 
Search Warrant, which was published by KGB
headquarters in 1969 and issued to all regional
KGB offices. The book is classified TOP
SECRET. Although the book is dated 1969, the
information in it was still current as of
July,1972 when AEGAIN defected.]

ANTONOV, aka GREBALIN, Rostislav Lvovich, born in 1920 in
the city of Leningrad, Russian, secondary education, in 1941
graduated from the 3 Leningrad artillery school. Average height;
stocky build; well-proportioned;,brunet; oval face; brown eyes.
Sister CHERNAYA, Svetlana Lvovna and her husband-CHERNYY, Valeriy
Anatolyevich live in the city of Leningrad.

In 1941-1942 . he surrendered as a,prisoner to the Germans
in the region of the city of Rostov on the Don. Later he entered
into service with the "ROA." From 1942 to May 1943 he served as
a messenger to the chief of a special purpose study camp in the
city of Lettsen, Colonel TARASOV, and later as adjutant to the
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traitor VLASOV. In the summer of 1943 he graduated from the
"ROA" propaganda school in Dabendorf. Later he worked in the
security department and perso n ally was involved with dispatching
agents to the rear of the 8^'	 ;Army. In 1946 he was living
in the city of Kempten (Am4 	 .-occupation zone.of Germany),
where he headed the intellif' .	 school of anti-Soviet organiza-
tions of the so-called "grou , for the destruction of bolshevism."
In 1951 he worked as an instructor at an American school in the
city of Regensburg, where military attaches were apparently
taught. According to agent reports, in 1953 he was used by
American intelligence in the city of Vienna as an agent. In
1960 he was living in the United States. A photograph from
1943 is available.

The search case file is held by the Leningrad oblast UKGB
of the Council of Ministers, USSR.

(Previously listed under search warrant of the KGB of the
Council of Ministers, USSR in the alphabetical list for 1963,
page 45, second from the top.)


